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About This Game

You’re in deep space and something’s collided with the ship. Main power is offline and you’re trapped. It’s lucky you
have access to this walker control terminal. It’s a little old but with these two robots and some clever thinking you

might be able to get power back online and save the day.

Control two walker robots and puzzle your way through 30 levels to restore power, reactivate the life support and solve the
mystery of the collision. An unknown voice on the other end of the terminal is your only guide.

–message begins–

Thank you for choosing the F90 Walker Control Terminal. We hope you will find that the installation and operation of this system
easy and satisfying. A correctly installed F90 Walker Control Terminal should remain operational for more than 600 standard

years even in conditions of critical system or power failure. Please enjoy the enhanced productivity and peace of mind provided by
your new F90 Walker Control Terminal.

The F90 Walker Control Terminal includes the following features:

Dual Mode Interactive Control

D-Class Magnetic Tether for object manipulation
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Energy Beam Relay ports in the underside and the head assembly

CES Auto Reset functionality

Terminal Buffer for quick recall

Scan Code Relay Node and 48TB code storage

Should you have any questions regarding your installation please use your deep space broadcast frequencies and contact our
customer services department today.

–message ends–
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[FIRST IMPRESSIONS]
I'll get software issues out of the way first - Degica seem to have done a good job with the PC port here, there are all of the
screen resolution and graphics options you would expect from a PC title, keyboard and controller support is available, and it is
running smoothly on my PC with no issues so far (however keep in mind my PC is pretty powerful, I cannot speak for those
with weaker machnes).

Now onto the game itself? I have been waiting a while to be able to get a chance to play this game, and so far in my first couple
of trial runs it has not disappointed one bit. Eschatos is a spiritual successor to the Wonderswan STG Judgment Silversword and
as such is a vertically-scrolling wave-based shooter, with a hectic pace and lots of cool boss fights. There is a long-range straight
shot for dealing with more powerful enemies, and a short-range spread shot for dealing with the waves of weaker enemies
(popcorn, "zakos" or whatever else you would like to call them) which will swarm at you from all directions. The game is fairly
high in its bullet count however the game goes lengths to not feel like a "generic" bullet hell title that you may see from other
developers.

All of this is backed up by a sharp presentation with hectic perspective changes and a stunning retro-inspired soundtrack by one
of my personal favourite videogame OST composers - Yousuke Yasui.

So overall I would recommend this title based on my experiences thus far.. This is the VN I\u2019ve been waiting for: it\u2019s
disturbing, violent, bloody\u2026 God, I simply LOVED this story. It\u2019s full of surprises, and your choices actually matter
while playing. The art is okay (regarding characters and CGs), backgrounds were nicely done, background songs are also nice
and they catch the spirit of the story.

If you like cute and happy VNs, this one ISN\u2019T for you. But if you are looking for a more mature experience without the
exaggerated fanservice which 98% of VNs have, please try this game. I hope to see more works like this one!

10\/10. Oh, it would be awesome if developers could release DLC content like an art book or soundtrack!. If you're into simple
matching games then this game is for you!. ez card
. An indispensable DLC, worth even full price. The Teslazi is my favourite weapon in the whole game and some of the new
perks bring to the table a much welcome increase in survivability. Epic weapons are super strong and fun.. 7\/10 - Fun,
enjoyable solo or with friends and amusing.

Not much to say on this game, I had it on xbox when I was young. I enjoyed it and had a couple hundred hours playing on my
own or with a friend or two. It's the exact same concept on here. It's enjoyable, short and sweet.

See how far you can get, test yourself and try not to die if possible!

I recommend it, just know it might be a short lived adventure for some people. :)
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Great strategy game... love it.... Not sure why this is getting "mostly positive"... feels like a forced, disjointed effort to
incorporate basic VR shooter elements.. so ive been playing for a little while. about 91 minutes now, and i must say this is quite
a nice little game. its very peaceful and is a nice game for when your taking a break. the storys so far pretty nice and its a bit
easy. while the lvls are somewhat repetitive this game is still nice and for 2 bucks i recommend it.. Found this gem by accident.
But its really a great ode to the movies and the actors. Game is funny and entertaining. It stays true to the movies. But also the
developers made a good and unique twist on it. The characteristic moves, music/sounds, envoirnment are all there in the game.
The game can be hard at some points, it ussually is by missing the specific trick for it. So it's really your own fault :-) But
nothing impossible. Only few bugs encounterd. But nothing of a buzzkill.

Well done to all that are involved of the making this game!

A online coop mode in the future would be a nice addition. But there are already some solutions for that.. HAH! Prompted for a
review, well, fine! Here it is....It's awesome. Quick play, neat game mechanics...rush when you kill another player...Its all here.
Check it out if your the competetive type. If not, then the puzzle with minigames on the side is at least worth a try :). There's a
lot going on, makes it harder :). Meow
'Nuff said. Yes-yes support developers get shiny things, good trade with surface dwellers to get nuf for warpstone. *Sniffs*
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